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GAMES GALORE: 1-3 YEARS OLD
This time in your child’s life is so special
as he or she starts to talk and understand the
world. Here are some great toys to help him
or her (and you) along the journey!
Jodie Maoz

From Magna-Tiles
www.magnatiles.com
People Blocks

Made specifically for the tiny hands of
those 12 months+, these blocks will help
develop motor and creative skills at an early age while letting kids have fun building
and explore their creativity. The magnets help them
stack easily
and then move
on to match
patterns and
explore new
angles.

From TOMY
www.TOMY.com
Toddler Toys Push ‘N Go Truck

The Push-N-Go Truck will send baby
on the move and encourage his crawling.
All baby needs to do
is press down on the
driver’s head and
watch the truck
roll across the
floor.

Jumbo Jamboree

Jumbo Jamboree plays his instruments
when pushed along.
When you separate
his body parts,
you can play
each instrument by itself.

From In Road Toys
www.inroadtoys.com
Play Tape
Instantly create roads and rails for toy
vehicle play anytime, anywhere. Just unroll,
stick and drive – PlayTape sticks to any flat
surface and is easy to tear by hand and reposition. It peels up without any residue and is
recyclable, so cleaning up is easy. PlayTape
is compatible
with, and
made-to-scale
for the most
popular toy
cars and trains
on the market.

From Learning Resources
www.learningresources.com
Smart Snacks Counting Cookies

Children learn to
recognize, count and
compare numbers
with these soft plastic cookies. They
are numbered 0-10
on one side
and the corresponding
number of
chocolate chips
on the other. Children can also engage their fine motor skills
and hand-eye coordination by picking up
a cookie, removing the lid and placing it
inside the jar.

Brite-Bites Alphabet Soup

Bright Bites delivers children’s favorite foods, with a difference:
the main ingredient is
educational play.
Stir this bowl of 26
chunky, colorful
letter noodles and
scoop them out to
build the alphabet,
identify colors and
practice early spelling
and word formation.
The large spoon is made
for small hands to grasp, while building
formidable fine motor skills.

New Sprouts Cure It

A safe way for the
youngest wanna-be
docs to practice their
profession. The
tools are made
from durable,
soft plastic and
are perfect for
encouraging early
imaginative play. Includes: Vinyl doctor’s bag,
Stethoscope, Syringe, Bandage, Ear scope
and Thermometer.

From Boon
www.booninc.com
CHOMP Hungry Whale Bath Toy

Squeeze CHOMP’s tail fin and its
soft, flexible jaw opens wide
enough to gobble up sea
creatures. It encourages hand-eye
coordination –
so you’ll love
it as much as
the little ones do.

From Yookidoo
www.yookidoo.com
Pull Along Whistling Duck

This interactive toy sings and whistles as your toddler pulls it along. The
swivel tail is synchronized to start and
stop music when in motion. The bead
maze shell rolling on its back can be removed for separate play. The Yookidoo’s whistling
duck won’t let
you forget it – if
left unattended,
it will whistle, calling you
to have
some fun.

From Oribel
www.loveoribel.com
Peripop

From blanket to play mat, Peripop is
about endless possibilities. Stuff Peripop
with old clothing and plush toys, and out
pops a cushion, mini stool or even a backrest. It helps organize rooms by providing
additional storage solutions. Works as a
great stroller blanket and play mat. You
can increase its plushness by inserting
your own blankets or beddings inside.

From MOOVER
www.habausa.com
Doll Pram

From HABA
www.habausa.com
Puzzle Stacking Game – Land of
This beautifully made doll carrier will Dragons

encourage your child to look after her dolls
and keep
them safe.
The wooden wheels
and rubber
tires allow
for both
indoor and
outdoor
use and all Moover toys are crafted from
sustainable sources with today’s environmentally-conscious parent in mind.

From Claessens’ Kids
www.claessens-kids-usa.com
Kid’Sleep Moon

The new Claessens’ Kids Kid’Sleep
Moon Nightlight is the answer to weary
parents and exhausted kids’ dreams. As a
night light, sleep trainer and alarm clock
all in one, it helps young children develop
an understanding of when it is time to get
out of bed and when it is not. It also helps
kids self-regulate their sleeping patterns.
All settings are adjustable so parents can
customize it depending on time of day,
brightness, and alarm
sounds. There
are four different lullabies to
give little ones
(and parents)
sweet dreams
all night long.

Travel back to Medieval times, when
dragons roamed the lands and owned the
sky. This themed-block set will enhance
the motor skills of any knight or maiden.
Six sturdy round posts make play time
less frustrating for young ones as blocks
do not fall over;
plus, it fosters
the fine motor
skills as they
work to get
blocks fitted
through the
holes onto the
post.

Croco Kuno Dragon Crawling
Tunnel

Your little one will love crawling and
creeping through this sturdy indoor tunnel made of non-toxic polyester and mesh
fabric. Parents will have comfort in knowing that HABA does not treat any fabric
with fire retardant or water repellents.
Tunnel is BPA, PVC and phthalate free.
Internal structure is made of metal and is
easy to set up and take down.
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From Prince Lionheart
www.princelionheart.com
faucetEXTENDER

From LEGO
www.lego.com
DUPLO Jake and the Neverland
Pirates Hideout

Build and play the pirate way at the
Never Land Hideout with Izzy and Cubby. Slip down the slide, fly the flag and
keep your eye on the turning lookout
tower – don’t let Captain Hook and his
crew take the treasure.
Kids love to celebrate every “I did it!”
moment life has to offer. We’re always
encouraging them to reach for the stars, to
go far in life. Here is a product that brings
that reach a little closer.

wheelyBUG
From The Learning Journey
www.tlji.com
Telly the Teaching Time Clock
The award-winning wheelyBUG is a
fun, entertaining way to encourage gross
motor skills and foster unplugged play
– buzz around on the back of a bee, fly
with a ladybug, run with a tiger – whatever their favorite animal is, an adventure
awaits.

From Lay-n-Go
www.layngo.com
Lay-n-Go LITE

This 18-inch
travel/mini activity mat converts easily into a
transportable satchel, allowing
for a quick and effortless cleanup of small toy pieces. Toy
collections used on the Lay-n-Go
surface are easily spread out for hours of
fun. Once playtime is over, the drawstring
is pulled and the activity mat is instantly
converted back into a soft
storage bag.

From Dynacraft
www.dynacraftbike.com
Thomas Scooter
This 3-wheeled scooter lets
a child ride with ease and
comfort, while providing stability for your toddler. And the
Thomas The Tank details and
graphics make it fun to ride.
A Thomas The Tank sound
maker is
i n cluded.

In learning mode, Telly teaches time
in five-minute increments when its hands
are moved, updating
the LCD screen. In
quiz mode, Telly asks
your child to move the
hands on its face to
match the time displayed on his screen.
Telly is also a real
working clock.

From Playmonster
www.playmonster.com
Mirari Pop! Pop! Piano

When children press a key on the
piano, they not only hear a sound,
they see a star pop up. The clear dome
guides the shooting stars onto a different pipe so when
another note is
played, they’ll pop
some more. Flip
the switch to go
from piano tones
to fun sound effects when the
keys are pressed.

OK to Wake! Owl with Night-Light
and Music

This soft, cuddly toy has a dual-colored night-light built
into its adorable plush
s leep b uddy . The
owl’s face glows in
two colors, indicating
whether it’s “OK to
Wake!” or still time
to sleep. It talks and
plays music, too.

From Melissa & Doug
www.melissaanddoug.com
Sunny Patch Happy Giddy
Bowling Set

From Edushape
www.edushape.com
Edu-Tiles

You’ll have fun to “spare” playing
with this brightly colored plastic bowling
set. Six bowling pins and a mini bowling ball fit into a
handy bowling
bag with durable
fabric handles –
just set the pins
in formation and
you’re ready for a
perfect game.

These
giant int erl o c ki n g
foam floor tiles
are perfect for
designing specific
play areas to suit your
child’s lifestyle. Each tile is
12”x12” and 1/2” thick and its assembled
size is 72”x72”. The letters and number
are removable for additional learning
and playing.

Wooden Wash, Dry & Iron

Bus Ride

Wash, dry, and iron with this wooden
8-piece set. Front-loading washer/dryer
features a spin-able window, control knob
for choosing wash or dry settings and an
attached ironing board. Laundry basket,
detergent and dryer sheets store conveniently on the shelves. Press out wrinkles
from the shirt and pants with the sturdy
iron with settings knob, and then store the
clean, ironed
clothes in the
clothes basket.
Kids can even
use the handy
checklist to
keep track of
laundry day
chores.

Vehicles Mix ‘n Match Peg

This wooden peg puzzle, featuring
favorite
vehicles,
includes
nine interchangeable
pieces,
allowing
children to
make different vehicles every time. It also encourages hand-eye, fine motor and creative
expression skills.

From Spherovelo

This bus game assures fun travel
time. It includes oversized soft Edu Foam
boards, large playing pieces and a variety
of playing cards. Follow the instructions
on the cards and let the fun begin.

From Bears For Humanity
www.bearsforhumanity.com
Animal Friends

14 sweet personalities that come with a
glorious social package: they are made in
the USA, welfare-to-work employment and
certified organic. These soft plush buddies
continue Bears For Humanity’s pledge for
health, safety and sustainability for future
generations. When an Animal Friend is
purchased, Bears for Humanity donates
an organic 7” Baby Bear to a child in need
through one of its partner organizations.

This is the world’s first ride-on toy to accelerate the
development of young children by helping them make the
connection between their senses (vision, pressure, equilibrium) and their motor system. Some might call it balance
but it’s really more about the coordination of our muscles
in response to what the child sees and feels. It manages
this by being a ride-on that’s unstable on the one hand
(requiring some effort to control) but safe on the other;
a combination never before achieved.
Available at www.toytoise.com

